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Mëmëdheu
Mëmëdhe quhetë toka
ku më ka rënurë koka,
ku kam dashur mëm’e atë,
ku më njeh dhe gur’ i thatë
ku kam pasurë shtëpinë,
ku kam njohur perëndinë,
stërgjyshët ku kanë qënë
dhe varret q’i kanë vënë,
ku jam rritur me thërrime
ku kam folur gjuhën time,
ku kam fis e ku kam farë,
ku kam qeshur, ku kam qarë,
ku rroj me gas e me shpresë,
ku kam dëshirë të vdes.
Motherland
Motherland's the country
Where I first raised my head,
Where I loved my parents,
Where every stone knows me,
Where I made my home,
Where I first knew God,
Where my ancestors lived,
And left their graves behind them,
Where I grew on bits of bread,
Where I learned to speak my language,
Where I have my friends and family,
Where I've laughed and where I've cried,
Where I dwell with mirth and hope,
Where I one day long to perish.
Andon Zako Çajupi, Kairo 1912*
(born in Sheper, Zagoria)
*translated into english by R. Elsie
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Welcome
to the hiking region Përmet
Due to its location bordering on Greece in the extreme southeast
of the country, the region of Përmet belongs to the very authentic and
still less developed regions of Albania.
Its appeal lies in the great diversity and naturalness of the
landscapes with their four amazing hiking areas: the Vjosa Valley,
the Zagoria Valley, the National Park Bredhi i Hotovës-Dangelli
and the Nemërçka Mountains.
As part of a development project of the ALCDF, the Swiss Association and the CESVI for sustainable hiking tourism, hiking trails
have been marked and described, the first signposts have been installed, local guides have been trained and in the old traditional villages new guesthouse hosts could be gained to take the first steps
towards a more ecological tourism in their country.
Coming from Korça the region can be reached either by driving
through the mountains along the Greek border or from the west via
the impressive Gorge of Këlcyra, where the broad valley of the Vjosa River opens – one of the last large untouched river landscapes of
Europe. To the south, above the valley the bare ridged mountains of
Mali i Dhëmbelit rise in the west and the mountains of Nemërçka
in the east.
Around the Vjosa Valley in the Përmet region you will find nice
trails for one-day hikes as well as old villages with traditional stone
houses and churches with a long history. Zagoria Valley is a secluded region of outstanding natural beauty still untouched by tourism..
During most of the year only a few families live here, traditionally
breeding goat and sheep, while during the summer time the families that immigrated mostly to Greece come home to the village for
their vacation. The National Park Bredhi i Hotovës-Dangelli with
its amazing wild fir tree forests and the rocky Mali i Nemërçkes offer
hiking trails up to alpine heights of more than 3.000 m. The ascent to
these lonesome high alpine regions directly bordering on Greece, are
an impressive experience for each passionate hiker.
The trails which are described in this hiking guide follow old caravan routes or old pastoral trails of the villagers. The vast majority of
villages are accessible only by four wheel drive vehicles today. Hiking
tourists make no common appearance here but if you do, you may
be be invited for a cup of coffee and a small talk into one of the villagers homes and have the opportunity to enjoy the warm Albanian
hospitality.
Narrow forest paths, some of which are rocky, but also amazingly comfortable mountain trails and meadows allow a big variety
of walks. The gorges may require to watch your steps more carefully
in some places, but the paths do not pose any major technical difficulties.

This hiking guide offers the opportunity to meet unique and fascinating natural landscapes in a simple way.

You are most welcome! Mirë se erdhët!
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To join a local guide who is familiar with the surroundings and
helps you to get in touch with the local people is recommandable.
Everywhere on the trail you will not only meet shepherds who
care for their sheep and goats but mules which are still a common
means of transport, even while being on a hiking tour. Ancient orthodox churches, stone bridges from the Ottoman period of caravan
transport, deep canyons and hidden caves form part of the special
highlights of a hiking day. Huge boulders that had been left in the
middle of the countryside in ancient times are now shaping the region, as well as numerous flysch deposits with their marvellous formations and structures.
Influenced by the Mediterranean, the region has a pleasant mild
climate with hot and dry summers. In the height of 800 meters the
mountains are covered with snow in wintertime, creating the most
beautiful images of the prisitine nature. Especially in spring time,
when the fresh green in the valley and the turquoise water of the
Vjosa river create a fascinating contrast to the white tops of the higher
mountains.
During this time nature positively bursts into bloom and countless
flowers colour the mountain meadows. A wide variety of medicinal
herbs and insects,especially butterflies are to be found there from
early spring to early summer – a special experience for the hiking
tourist. In summer the song of the cicadas in the trees and bushes
accompany you on your tour, only occasionally drowned out by the
bells of the mountain goats.
The region is also home to wild animals like the golden eagle,
the wild cat, the fox, the wild boar and the Balkan lynx, even bears
and wolves are common in the secluded quiet areas. And with a little
luck also the chamois can be seen in Nemërçka.
In summer, the numerous torrents, the thermal springs of Bënja
and the beautiful swimming holes at the Vjosa are inviting for a bath
or a swim. The water is cool, but not too cold to dive in. But in hot
weather there are also the mountain forests or the deep canyons to
cool down.
Starting point for the mountain hiking tours described here is the
town of Përmet. A quiet, pleasant and sympathetic place with some
interesting sights. The city tour will help you to discover the treasures
of Përmet.
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Departure to Albania
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BEFORE
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What to know before
Tourists Information
Tourist Office Albania
Rr. Seremedein Said Toptani, Tiranë
Tel:+355(04)42 273 778
E: info@akt.gov.al
Web: www.albania.al
Web: www.akt.gov.al

Information on site

Tourist Office Përmet
Qendra Kulturore Multifunktionale
Opening times: daily 9.00-14.00, 15.00-18.00
www.permet.info
www.visitpermet.com (under construction)
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Pro-Permet/284263238251046
https://sq-al.facebook.com/pages/RISE-OP/246803925473899
http://www.permet.info/?q=en/article/opening-conference%E2%80%9Crural-inclusive-social-economic-opportunities-riseop%E2%80%9D
In the near future a small museum about Përmet’s history will be
opened.
• Here you find all information about the region, the thermal
water of Bënje, rafting possibilities on the Vjosa river, a small
gift shop selling local handcrafts, books and a good selection
of maps.
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Where to stay
/ Guesthouses
In the guesthouses the hosts welcome you with Albanian hospitality,
a good cup of coffee (kafe turke), a glass of raki or a refreshing cold
drink to make you feel comfortable.
The bedrooms might be a bit simple, but they are nice and clean, the
bathrooms are usually shared with the host family. If you are in need
you can always ask for a fresh towel.
Depending on your arrival time you can join the family for lunch or
dinner. A tasty Albanian breakfast is waiting for you in the morning,
including homemade bread, butter, cheese, jam, fresh eggs and tea
or coffee. For the lunch break on your hiking tour the host familiy
provides you with bread, cheese, tomatoes and byrek. The fixed price
for the stay in a guesthouse is 15 Euros (2100 lek) per person.
Getting in touch with people is easy if you are a speaker of Italian or
Greek. English is not a prevalent language spoken in Albania, but as
the hosts are very friendly, open-minded and helpful there is always
a way to communicate.
If you are interested to learn more about food production and storage
for the wintertime it is recommendable to stay at the same place for a
few days. Life might be simple and sometimes hard for the people in
this region who are content with their way of life and never complain.
As the guesthouse project is still very young, some of the families
have invested in their future by providing a new couch or a new bed
for the guests. Further trainings and a certification procedure are also
planned. Welcome!

Leusa
Shkëlqim Hasani
Tel. 069 33 53 286
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2 two-bed rooms (4)
Shkëlqim who is the head of the village and also works as a guide,
has a big friendly family living in Leusa for the entire year. Though
the houses in the village are pretty small they are beautiful with their
small gardens and mulis and chicken around. The Hasanis offer
self-produced food – including a nice raki! There is no comfortable
furniture in the rooms and toilet and shower are basic but clean.

Guesthouses in Bredhi HotovëSDangelli National park
			 Bënje
			 Vasilika and Sotir Nauni
			
			
		
		
		
			
			

Tel. 068 83 49 323
2 two-bed rooms (4-8)
This inviting traditional house was
constructed in 1913.
Sotir is the teacher of the local
school and the couple is used to
welcoming guests from foreign
countries. There is enough space to
host at least eight people.

			 Borockë
			 Asime and Shahin Mehmeti
			
Tel. 069 56 81 853
			
2 two-bed rooms (4)
			
Asime does all traditional work to
			
make their home – a small 		
			
traditional house in the middle of
the village – a cosy place. She and her husband Shahin
who works in the forest have a nice garden, a traditional oven and
a typical summer kitchen. The bathroom furnishings are simple but
very clean.
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Guesthouses around
the town of PËrmet

		

Flora and Krenar Sali
Tel. 068 36 69 905
1 three-bed room (3)
In former times of communism
Goshtivisht was one of the biggest
villages in the region with a Muslim and
a Christian community. Today 18 families are living here. One of them
are Flora and Krenar Sali with their two daughters who are 2 and
10 years old and attend the village school. They produce very good
honey but also wine, raki and milk on their farm. Flora is a trained
guide and offers to show their guests around.
			
			
			
			

			 Ogdunan
			 Entela and Victor Sterjo
			
Tel. 069 26 60 435
			
Ogdunan is one of the most 		
			
authentic villages, a picturesque
			
and peaceful place with a lot
			
of old traditional stone houses, the
			
Shën Mërisë church and a beautiful
forest with old and impressing cypresses. After having lived in the
village for 20 years the couple moved to Përmet six years ago, but
they still come to Ogdunan very often. The garden that belongs to
the house has different fruit trees in it and almonds, walnuts, cornus
and entela grow there which are used to produce a wonderful gliko.
A vineyard outside the village provides them with the grapes to
produce their own raki. In order to get to the village a car with a fourwheel drive is needed. Several old local legends exist about the old
forest which is called “the mysterious secret forest” by the villagers.
Entela Sterjo, knows by herself one of the younger ones, tells us the
following story:
Legend about the Secret Forest
Not very long ago, in the time of Enver, the local communist
government decided to cut the forest down in order to cultivate the
land as it was common practice during the time all throughout the
country. In ancient times the forest with its 365 trees – there’s one for
each day of the year – had been respected as a secret place. Never
before had anyone dared to lay hands on it.
On the very first day the forest workers tried to start cutting the trees,
the axe broke with the first blow and couldn’t be put together again.
On the second day, the moment the first worker tried to start cutting a
tree, he stumbled and broke his leg. From this moment on people got
so frightened and superstitious, expecting further misfortune, that no
one could be found to take the plan of cutting down the tree.
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			 Fatime Dauti
			
			
			
			
			

Tel. 069 266 04 35
Close to the Ogren church this
couple also lives in a pretty 		
traditional house, though some
repair work ought to be done on it.
Fatime used to work as a teacher in
the former Ogdunan school and in one of the the big magasins during
the communist times. The family also makes a living from collecting
and selling herbes from the mountain region.

Guesthouses
in the Zagoria Valley

			 Limar
			 Margarita and Mani Damani
			 Tel. 069 26 17 660
			
2 two bed rooms (4)
			
2 two-bed rooms (4)
			
In a relative’s house nearby
			
2 years after having emigrated
			
to Greece, Margarita and Mani
			
went back to Sheper, where they
live with their the grandparents and two children Holgert (15) and
Meggi (13) and the grandparents. The small traditional farmstead with
200-300 sheep, 20 goats, three cows and some mulis and a nearby
garden contribute to the family’s subsistence. A summer kitchen
outside is used for the production of cheese and byrek. Before the
family decided for a car with a four-wheel drive all kinds of transport
had been done by mulis that are still in use for minor transport
purposes to the pastures and around the house. Enjoy the beautiful
view to Mali i Çajupit!

			

Hoshteva

			

Katarina and Vladimir Tela

			
			
			
			
			
		
			

Tel. 068 29 70 503
2 tree-bedrooms in the new
guesthouse near the church (6)
2 double bedrooms in their own
building (4)
After spending 17 years 		
in Greece Katarina and Vladimir
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			 Ogren

			

Sheper

			

Dhespina and Jorgi Nita
			
Tel. 069 86 644 92
			
two 2-bed rooms, groups are
			
welcome (4 - 8)
			
Here you are included in a
			
shepards family which is still
			
living a very traditional life. The
			
nice great-grandparents, Dhespina
and Jorgi and also the young couple with small Jorgi, the 3-yearold grandson welcome you in their shady patio overgrown with vines.
Usually the kids of their relatives are around as well. Enjoy the place,
learn talking Albanian with the kids or drink raki and play a game of
domino with the grandfather who will be happy to show how it is done
properly. 2 two-bed rooms are prepared for guests, but if there is need for
more rooms the family can provide some more space for guests in their
big traditional house. You just have to ask.

Hotels
Përmet
Ana, east to the center in the main road, Tel. 069 398 174, info@
hotelanapermet.com, 6 single and 4 double rooms, 2 suites, with
modern bathrooms, air condition, wifi, tv, balcony, breakfast,parking.
Alvero, central, close to the river, Tel. 081 323 514, 068 233 95 08,
vnikolla@yahoo.com, nice view to the river. English and French is
spoken, conference room for 60 persons, parking. 16 rooms, 11
2-bed rooms, 3 double rooms, 2 suites, with modern bathrooms, air
condition, wifi, tv, balcony, breakfast parking.
Përmet, Sheshi Abdyl Frashëri, Tel. 081 326 11, hotelpermeti@yahoo.
com, restaured old spacy communism hotel Turizmi, with atmosphere
and style.
Double rooms with shower, tv, air condition, breakfast.
Ramizi, close to the stone of Përmet, Tel. 081 323 858, hotelramiz@
yahoo.com. Basic less budget adress, 15 double rooms with modern
bathrooms, balcony, view to the river, only small breakfast.
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finally returned to Hoshteva were they have been living for two years
now. The bar of the new guesthouse building is one of the city’s
highlights, especially for the emigrated families who come here for
their summer holidays. If you book in advance there are two very
inviting and comfy double rooms available. An outstanding warmth
and welcoming place with all modern conveniences is waiting for you.
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Këlcyra
Eros, Gryka e Këlcyrës,
Tel. 069 54 54 556, 069 43 18 143,
eros.hoxha@yahoo.com
Gryka e Këlcyrës, Tel. 068 40 20 768
River, Gryka e Këlcyrës, Tel 068 40 20 768

Where to eat
Antigonea, Përmet center, right hand to hotel Përmeti.
Tel. Urim Jaçe, Tel. 813 22 566, mob. 068 4051 373, family run, nice
interior and tables in front the house, famous traditional local dishes,
good service, member of Pro Përmet Consortium (p.71)
Familjari, Përmet center, left to the Qendra Kulturore right side of the
road. Excellent local dishes.
Traditional place existing since communism time with original
beautiful interieur, professional and fast service. English speaking
service.
Hani i Kikes, Përmet center, begin of the road to the hospital, right
hand. Family run. Gjergji knows cooking since 42 years, with
experience in the former hotel Dajti, Tirana, his wife also is very kind
and busy in the kitchen.
Nice well decorated plated with a daily changing choise of dishes.
The Restaurant is named after the son, and reminds to the three
other hans, which where existing in the old times og caravans in
Përmet; Hani Stauros, Hani Merceqit and Hani i Abedinit.
Mëngjezore Culi, Përmet just before the bridge in direction out of town,
second building, right hand. Family run by very kind people, small,
but highly recommanded place for good and tasty food cooked like
“at home”.
Mali i Bardhë, beginning of the road to banjo e Bënjes, left hand,
second restaurant.
Tel. 068 21 63 964 (Apostol Tase), excellent local dishes, tasty meat
, byrek, vegetables and salads. Friendly people and a welcoming
atmoshere on the big terrace under big plane trees, inside traditional
furnishings.

As part of a development project of the ALCDF, the Swiss Association
and the CESVI for sustainable hiking tourism also local guides have
been trained. Four guides still know at least one foreign language
in addition to Albanian, which may be be English, Italian, Greek or
Romanian.

			
			DHIMITËR GOGO
			Përmet
			
Tel. 069 52 48 288
			E-mail: vjosavalley@gmail.com
			
Being a local guide is a privilege
for me, since in a sense I can be the
ambassador of my city. I have always liked this profession, but only
recently had the chance to specialize as a guide by participating
in the four months course for “Local Guide”, organized within the
framework of the RISE-OP project. It would be a pleasure for me to
guide you through the most beautiful places of Përmet and share my
knowledge of their history and tradition with you. More specifically,
I can offer guided tours in the villages of Leusa, Kosinë, Buhal, Old
Lipa and Badëlonjë.
All those destinations with their different charms and attractions can
easily be reached from the city centre. Join me on a journey full of
contrasts and cultural, historical and gastronomical diversity! Foreign
languages: English (intermediate), Italian (intermediate), Greek
(advanced)

			SHKËLQIM HASANI
			Përmet
			
Tel. 069 33 53 286, 068 51 83 214
			E-mail: hasani.shkelqim78@gmail.com
			
My name is Shkëlqim Hasani, but
			
please call me Çimi.
I was born in Frashër, one of the most amazing places in the
district of Përmet. I had been living there till the age of 12, a time
when I was completely immersed in nature. Afterwards I moved on
to Leusa village. From 2011-2014 I was involved in the marking of
various paths in the district of Përmet. This experience helped me
explore new opportunities and stimulated me to work as a mountain
guide. So, at the same time I started to cooperate with the Italian
tour agency “Walden-viaggi a piedi” by co-guiding different groups of
tourists through different mountain regions with an Italian tour guide.
In addition, I have had the chance to accompany other tourist groups
as well.
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Local guides
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I’m looking forward to accomanying you to some of the most beautiful
mountain destinations of Përmet. And if you like to get more familiar
with the local community I can help you to find a guesthouse in one
of villages of Përmet (Leusa, Bënje, Frashër area, Strëmbec, Limar
etj.). If there is any need I can also offer you the transportation of your
bags (backpacks, etc.) with mules and support you 24 hours a day.
Foreign languages: English (beginner), Italian (intermediate)

			JETNOR PATAJ
			Përmet
			
Tel. 069 77 47 370
			
E-mail: jetnor.pataj.@gmail.com
			
While being an emigrant in Greece
			
I had the chance to learn about the
profession of a tourist guide due to the many tour groups who came
to my workplace. By the time I came back to Albania I participated in
the Local Guides course, which was offered by the RISE-OP project,
and got more detailed information on how to be a guide and meet
the tourists needs. As I am very interested in history and the legends
related to region of Përmet I focus mainly on offering tours related to
these topics. I offer the guidance for the city and to touristic sites such
as the City Rock, the church of Shën Premte, the church of Shën
Kolli, the old neighbourhood, the communist vila, gliko workshops,
the cemetery of the martyrs, the lapidary for the 6th Attacking Brigade
and the church of Leusa.
Moreover, I have a good cooperation with other touristic services
in Përmet, like hosts of guesthouses and other tour guides in the
district. I am a person who gets easily along with different types of
personality and people with different cultural backgrounds.
Foreign languages: English (basic), Italian (advanced), Greek
(intermediate)

			ALEKS TANE
			Petran, Përmet
			
Tel. 069 47 45 77 5
			E-mail: alextane08@hotmail.com
			
I have finished my studies at 		
		
the Art Academy of Bucharest 		
		
(Romania) and the pedagogical school
for being a History of Arts teacher (Bucharest). I have also attended
the Greek high school “Timios Stavros” for iconography in Gjirokastër
(Albania) and had a 4-months training for local guides, a training
which was organized within the framework of the RISE-OP project.
Due to my educational background I am equipped for showing you
the cultural and historical sites in Përmet. Being local in Petran I
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can offer safe guidance if you are interested in visiting the canions or
the hydromonuments or the geomonuments in this area or to explore
the nature trails. My communication skills are good and I offer my
services to different age groups.
Foreign languages: English (intermediate), Greek (advanced),
Romanian (fluent)
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Maps
www.vektor.al
- Harta rugore – Turistik, Rrethet, Përmeti (377),
1: 110.000, 6,90 €
- Harta rrugore – Turistik, Zonat Gjeografike,
- Shqipëria e Jugut, (324), 1:200 000, 6,90 €
- Shqipëria, Harta e Madhe, (301), 1:250 000, 8,90 €
* Available e.g. at the tourist office of Përmet.

Travel time and weather
In the region of Përmet hiking season extends from early April to late
October.
The best periods are in spring (mid-May to late June) and autumn
(early September to mid-October). The best season undoubtedly is the
spring, when the meadows are in bloom, the fragrance of herbs will be
most intense, and many animals are in action.
But also the autumn with it´s last warm days and clear fresh air, what
offers wide look-outs, will be beautiful. This time the nights will be much
more fresh.
Especially April to mid-end of May, as well as to the end of September,
rainy days have to be expected. In high summer (July and August)
trekking is very sweaty. But on the heights often can blow a cool
breeze. In summer you should definitely wear a hat, drink a lot of, and
take extended lunch breaks in the shade.
Due to snow fields in the region of Nemërçka or Dhemël mountains,
mountain- and high mountain walks are depending on weather
conditions and will be possible from the beginning of June to October.
Especially in this time one should note, that the temperature drops per
meter height by about 0.6 ° C (33,08°F). In the summer this can be a
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welcome cooling, in spring and autumn, especially in windy conditions,
you have to provide additional clothing.
Even in southern Albania winter has low temperatures and rain is very
common. In simple accomodations will be just one room heated, the
traditional winter room. At this season heights with more than 800
meters can be expected throughout with snow. Caused to the weather
changes it´s depending to the year and best is to stay in direct touch to
the local people about the conditions, especially in early spring.

Public transfer
Public transfer

Bus departures from Përmet
to the starting points of the hikings

Departures from Përmet to the starting points of the hikings
Destination

Region

Departure time

Departure place

Extras

Kosinë

Bredhi i Hotovës

Every 20-30 min

Taxi stand,
police station

Not in school holidays

Frashër

Bredhi i Hotovës

6:00 am

Taxi stand,
police station

Via 'Raban Pagri',
Borockë
Only on demand,
works like a taxi

Ballaban

Shkrapar

11.00 am

Taxi stand,
police station

Not Thursday,
Saturday, Sunday

Këlcyrë

Zagoria

Every 20 min

Taxi stand,
police station

Tre Urat

Mali
i Nemërçkës

7:00 am, 12.30 pm

Bridge out of town

Korçë

7:00 am

Euro Market,
Rr. Shetitorja
'Mentor Xhemali'

Gjirokastër

6:00, 7:00, 8:00 am
(Not fixed)

Euro Market,
Rr. Shetitorja

Sarandë

10:30 am

Euro Market,
Rr. Shetitorja

Vlorë

9:00 am

Euro Market,
Rr. Shetitorja

Tiranë

4:30
5:30, 7:00 am

Euro Market,
Rr. Shetitorja

Via Carshovë

Dep.Tiranë 5:00 pm,
Arr. Përmet 10:00 pm

Bus Departures from Gjirokastra
Departures from Gjirokastra to
points
in Zagoria
tostarting
starting
points
in Zagoria
Destination

Region

Departure time

Departure place

Extras

Konckë

Zagoria

11.00

Main road SH 4,
roundabout,
bus station (kiosk)

Via Suhë, Selckë
(main road only)
Poliçan, Sheper,
Hoshtevë
only Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
returning
the same day!

If you go on hiking trips frequently you are familiar with the importance
of beginning with shorter and less challenging trips before you opt for
longer and more difficult ones. Due to the high climate variability and
the differences in altitude it is highly recommendable to acclimatize
during the first days. Those who travel on their own, should be surefooted, avoid the direct exposure to sunlight for too long and control
their daily need of water supply.
You probably have some encounters with sheepdogs that defend their
flocks. Especially in spring, when they are young and inexperienced,
or in autumn when they are closer to the villages and alone without
the shepards you might feel the need to beware. But if you keep
some distance and just continue walking they leave you alone. Only
if you show exaggerated fear the dogs might feel it and react more
aggressively. If you cannot just carry on walking, try to get in touch with
the shepherds. In order to command respect, to pour some water over
them might be a defensive strategy. But on no account try to beat a dog
– it provokes even more aggressiveness. Sometimes a piece of bread
or some chocolates do the trick!
As you can fall sick even on your holidays make you have an adequate
travel health insurance. In Albania bills for medical treatment must be
paid on the spot. The Përmet local hospital is well equipped for primary
care and you will also find several pharmacies where you can get first
advice. Common medicinal products are available or can be procured.
In case of emergency the hospital in Ioannina (Greece) is a two-hour
drive by car away, to Tirana it takes 3,5 hours to drive.

Equipment and Clothing
The routes presented in this hiking guide are simple to moderate.
Sometimes there are rocky passages to master, especially on
steeper uphill or downhill parts, so light hiking shoes with a good
tread are recommended. Depending on your personal preferences
you can also take your trekking sandals with you, as they might be of
good choice if you walk into the streams. Telescope hiking poles are
very good for support at steeper passages. A sun hat and sunglasses
are indispensable.
If you don’t have to carry your sleeping bag and tent with you, a 2025 liter backpack or a daypack are sufficient. Zippable trousers are
not only practical for adjusting to the weather, they are also very
helpful for protection against thorns and the sun. A light fleece jacket
renders good services. Outside summer season a light rain jacket or
a small collapsible umbrella should be inside your backpack. In hot
weather you can cool yourself in one of the streams, so you might
need swimwear as well. In the evenings some warmer clothing might
be useful.

PREPARE YOUR TRIP
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Day pack
The following items should be available in your backpack: some
money, identity papers, your cell phone (and a charger), GPS
devices, camera, memory card, spare battery, plastic bottle for water,
small first aid kit, adhesive plasters, fleece jacket, protection against
wind or rain, bathing suit, spare T-shirt, suntan cream, toilet paper,
handkerchiefs, a closable plastic box for your picnic and telescopic
hiking poles.

Papers
Papers depending on your country of origin, you will need the
relevant travel documents, your driver’s license, a car insurance or
your tickets for flight or ferry. In case of loss it is advisable to provide
photocopies of all documents. Also enquire after address and phone
number of your embassy.

Hygiene and medication
Sunscreen with a high sun protection factor, toothbrush, toothpaste,
soap, shampoo, comb, brush, nailclippers and nail file, tweezers,
spare glasses, replacement lenses and cleaning products, detergent,
bag for the laundry, towel, toilet paper, handkerchiefs, mosquito
repellent. Individual medication, disinfectant, adhesive plasters,
elastic bandages, antiseptic ointment, antibacterial ointment, eye
ointment, Aspirin.

Others
Mobile phone, GPS device, camera, chargers, memory card, spare
battery, pocket knife, strong small flashlight (also for the churches),
sewing kit and safety pins, lighter or matches, pens, dictionary, keys,
spare key for the car, hiking map. Family photos or postcards of the
home town serve well for a conversation with the hosts.

Churches
Benjë, in the the village, Shën Mërisë, beautiful building.
Hoshtevë, in the village center, Shën Apostulit, amazing freskos and
ikonostase.
Kosinë, in the village, Shën Mërisë, beautiful church, lovely place.
Leusë, close by the village, Shën Mërisë, amazing freskos and
ikonostase, romantic location.
Lipë, up in the mountains, Shën Elena, amazing panorama, lovely
place.
Nivan, close to the river, Manastiri Shën Mihalli, restaured, great
acustics.
Përmet, in the old Ottoman neighbourhood, Shën Prempte, very
beautiful ikonostase, freskos.
Tekkes
Tekke of Ali Postivan, on the way to Frashër, a famous place.
Tekke of the village of Frashëri, close to th evillage, in restoring,
beautiful and well-tended.
Tekke of Përmet, 15 min walk, close to the center, beautiful and welltended.
Typical stone villages
Borockë, Bënje, Buhal, Hoshtevë, Kosinë, Kosovë, Leusë, Lliar,
Limar, Lipë, Nderan, Nivan, Ogdunan, Topove, Zhej.
Old Ottoman bridges
Limar, Ura e Kalia, length 31,70 m, hight 16 m, span 20 m, Ali Pasha
time.
Limar, Ura e Dhame, small bridge in the village.
Hoshtevë, Ura e Hoshtevës, length 28,60 m, hight 1 0 m, span 14,70
m, dated 1766.
Nivan, Ura e Nivanit, length 36 m, hight 8 m, span 13,50 m, dated
24.08.1808, Ali Pasha time.
Banjo e Bënjes, Ura e Kadhiut.
Also three other Ottoman bridges close to the Lëngarica Canyon.
Old water Mill
Benjë, close to the village, Mulli i Lëngaricës
Ruins of old castles
Lipë, above the village, Kala e Bolëngës
Këlcyrë, above the village, Kala
Traditional Ottoman Houses
Përmet, nice relics in the old Ottoman neighbourhood
Përmet, Banesa e Priftit (House of the priest)
Përmet, Banesa e Ylli Imanit
Buhal, Banesa e Leftel Çullurës
Frashëri, House of Sami Frashëri

Cultural PËrmet

Cultural highlights
around PËrmet
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By air

Tirana, Nënë Tereza Airport, www.tirana-airport.com,
in Rinas, 20 min from the city center
Busshuttle to Tirana, Rinas Express, daily 8-19.00 h,
every full hour, 250 Lek.
Yellow Cab (with licence) 2000 Lek, night 2500 Lek,
Tel. 068 204 95 98, 207 03 11

Corfu, Corfu International Airport Ioannis Kapodistrias,
www.corfu-airport.com,
Attention, Greek time is one hour to add! Bus transfer from Airport
to Corfu center (take the “Blue bus”) 1,50 €, taxi 10 €. Tickets for the
ferry from Corfu to Saranda (Albania) opposite the port, only at the
travel agency “Travel to Albania”. You find the Albanian port (out of
Shengen area) by 10 min walk or take a taxi. Car rental in Saranda,
www.terini-travel.com, Rr. Mihat Hoxha, next to the port. Minibusses
in direction to Përmet or the bus in direction to Korça in the center of
Saranda in the morning. Also you can take all buses in direction to
Tirana and change at Ura e Leklit to Përmet.

By bus
Tirana – Përmet, departure Nësherrak/Rr. 21 Dhjetori,
6.30, 14.00 (500 Lek)

By car
Përmet can be reached from Tirana in about 3,5-4 hours (240 km),
from Saranda in about 2 hours (113 km) or from Korça in about 3,5-4
hours (130 km). The Korça road offers great landscape sceneries, but
allows only slower travel in some parts.
Around Përmet, without Banjo e Bënjes, all village connections are
only possible by four-wheel drive!

By ferry
www.directferries.com, www.aferry.com,
good connections from Ancona (Italy) to Igoumenitsa (close to the
Albanian border)

Border crossings
Tre Urat, from Përmet to Greece in direction Konitsa,
till 22.00
Kakavija, from Gjirokastra to Greece
in direction Ioannina, 24 hours
Qafë Botë, from Konispol to Greece
in direction Igoumenitsa, till 22.00
Kapshtica, from Korça to Greece, 24 hours

GETTING THERE

GETTING THERE
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Buhal HIKE
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				Trail distance: 5,3 km
				Elevation minimum:236 m,
				maximum: 452 m
				Cumulative height uphill:
				222 m,
				downhill: 231 m
				Difficulty level: Easy
				Time: 2,5 h
				Markings: white/red/white
				Download GPS data:
				endritstrail.com/Permet
This is a short warm up hike with little up and downs which gives the
opportunity to visit the picturesque village of Buhal with its nice narrow
cobbled roads and traditional houses. The hike offers stunning views towards
Vjosa river and the mountains of Bredhi i Hotovës - Dangelli National Park.
From the village center the trail leads to another part of Buhal where still some
houses are standing but no people living there. Nice to visit in Buhal village
are two old churches and a culture monument house.
The trailhead is at the junction (WP 1) approx. 250 meters before
reaching the church along the gravel road (main road). The beginning
of the trail is wide and offers nice views into the village, river and the
mountains of Bredhi i Hotovës. The trail enters a little gorge and one
has to leave the wide trail for turning off left off left (WP 2) on a narrow

UTM waypoints:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

34 T 440751 4455862, trail head, 235 m
34 T 440746 4455428, turn off left, 289 m
34 T 440956 4455435, follow left, 294 m
34 T 441309 4455355, water source, 335 m
34 T 441453 4455408, old Buhal (abounded village), 351 m
34 T 441607 4455516, turn right, 391 m
34 T 442049 4455213, turn right, 396 m
34 T 441775 4454501, water source, 449 m

9.

34 T 442554 4455284, dirt road, 259 m
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mule path which crosses the stream.
At the fork few hundred meters further on the trail follows left (WP 3)
and then becomes wider. After a while we reach a water source (WP
4) and the trail leads us to an abounded village (WP 5).
From the abounded village the trail follows west along a water
channel which is not in use anymore. Turn right at the forks of WP
6 and 7 (follow the water channel). After the fork of WP 7 the trail
descents to an inviting meadow to rest for a while and from here one
can either chose to go a little bit upstream into an old oak forest and
replenish the water at the water source (WP 8) or follow the trail along
the dried up stream (Sep. 2012) to finish the hike at the dirt road (WP
9). From here one can walk to Përmet along this dirt road which is not
in use by vehicles.
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Lipë – Church of Shën Elenë
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Trail distance: 3,4 km (round trip)
Elevation minimum: 532 m,
maximum: 894 m
Cumulative height uphill: 317m,
downhill: 317 m
Difficulty level: Easy
Time: 2,5 h
Markings: white/red/white
Download GPS data:
endritstrail.com/Permet

This is a short hike to the Church of Shën Elenë, a place where many people,
mostly from Përmet go, there on 21st of May. The chapel located in very
steep cliffs and the hike offers good views towards Vjosa valley.
The hike starts at the church in the entrance of the village, takes
right (southwest) towards the village and then left at the first junction
on a narrow village cobbled road. Turn left again at the next junction
leaving the cobbled road for taking the upper path where a water
source for cattle is located. Approx. 80 meters before reaching the
water source, take the ascent right at the junction (WP 2) towards the
big cross that one could see from here. Having reached the big cross,
where a water source is next to it, take the ascent right (west) on a
visible trail and enter an iron door after approx. 400 meters. Take right
at the door and the trail starts to have cliffs in our left and small caves.

UTM Waypoints:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

34 T 443511 4453261, the church of Lipë, 532 m
34 T 443299 4453086, junction, 572 m
34 T 442977 4453104, cross, 750 m
34 T 442634 4453137, iron door, 806 m
34 T 442454 4453012, the church of Shën Elenë, 849 m
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After approx. 300 meters the trail reaches the chapel.
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Lipë – Leusë – Lëshicë
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				Trail distance: 5.3 km
				Elevation minimum:408 m,
				maximum: 642 m
				Cumulative height 		
				uphill:157m,
				downhill: 282 m
				Difficulty level: Easy
				Time: 3 h
				Markings: white/red/white
				Download GPS data:
				endritstrail.com/Permet
This is a nice warm up hike trail gives the opportunity to visit 3 villages
near Përmet in an easy hike. This trail offers very good views towards the
Vjosa valley and visits in villages which are still free of modern buildings and
reach in history and culture. These three villages have been very developed
during the Ottoman Empire. The village of Lipë is almost destroyed and only
3 families are living there, while in Leusë and Lëshicë there are still many
families living in.
The hike starts by taking left at the fork (WP 2) approx. 300 meters
before arriving at Lipë (WP 1) when taking the only dirt road to the
village. The hike ascends on a good trail which has been used by cars
during the communism time but now would be impossible to do that
because the road is too narrow and destroyed in many parts.

UTM Waypoints:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

34 T 443511 4453261, Lipë village, 532 m
34 T 443820 4453266, trailhead, 498 m
34 T 443676 4452984, cattle pond, 544 m
34 T 443974 4452523, forest entrance, 598 m
34 T 444400 4452124, pass, 642 m
34 T 445288 4452344, the church of Leusë 418 m
34 T 445323 4452265, junction, 426 m
34 T 446474 4451679, Leshicë village, 411 m
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After approx. 400 meters, turn right at the fork close to a water pond
for cattle (WP 3). The trail ascends gently, on a visible trail, enters a
rare pine forest (WP 4) and after a while and climbs gently the pass
(WP 5) that leads to Leusë. From the pass one can see few houses
of Leusa. The trail follows left for a gentle descent and in few minutes
the view towards the village opens and one would easily follow the
descent to Leusa.
The trail travels through the village and takes right at the church (WP
6) and then left at the first junction (WP 7) to Lëshica.
Keep walking on the main trail which is visible and stays almost
level for descending to the village after approx. 40 minutes. Near the
church of the village there is a nice meadow and a water source close
by (WP 8).
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Circular hike:
Leusë – Dhëmbel – Lipë – Leusë
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				Trail distance: 15,2 km
				Elevation minimum: 333 m,
				maximum: 1.660 m
				Cumulative height uphill:
				1.367m, downhill: 1.367 m
				Difficulty level: Moderate
				Time: 8-9 h
				Markings: white/red/white
		
		
Download GPS data:
				endritstrail.com/Permet
			
This curricular hike is following a challenging mule trail that regularly used
by shepherds. It climbs steeply from the village of Leusa to the Dhëmbeli
pass, follows the northern slope of Mount Dhëmbel on a good trail with
breathtaking views and after that it descents steeply to Lipë village. From
here the trail descents very gently back to village of Leusë.
From the village of Leusa to Dhëmbel pass this hike follows the
previous trail (Leusë-Sheper). From the highest point of the pass
(WP7) take right following the ascent northwest on the northern slope
of Mount Dhëmbeli. After approx. 500 m (WP 8) is a good point with
easy gradient to leave the trail and take the crest if you like to climb
the summit.
Our trail follows a gentle ascent and reaches a shepherd hut after a

UTM Waypoints:
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

34 T 443324 4450332, pass, 1423 m
34 T 443062 4450648, to the summit, 1567 m
34 T 442602 4450768, shepherd hut, 1655 m
34 T 441954 4451446, shepherd hut, 1593 m
34 T 441597 4451763, big stone, 1561 m
34 T 441815 4451796, trail, 1509 m
34 T 442021 4452080, ruins of cheese dairy, 1329 m
34 T 442021 4451883, water source, 1357 m
34 T 442572 4452693, cornel trees, 909 m
34 T 442979 4452936, junction, 771 m
34 T 443302 4453101, Lipë 602 m
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while (WP 9). Having passed this hut, the trail starts to lose height,
passes another shepherd hut located in a nice meadow (WP 10) after
approx. one kilometer where a sheep pond is close by and after this it
follows straight (northwest) in the direction of a big stone (WP 11) that
you can see from the hut. The stone makes a good shade in sunny
days thus makes an inviting place to rest awhile. From here you can
get the most dramatic views of the Mount Dhëmbeli where the upper
part changes from grassy, in the beginning, to very rocky.
From the big stone follow the descent initially east until you will reach
a good trail (WP 12) after approx. 200 m that follows steep descent
northeast in zigzags. After a while the trail reaches a ruined building
that used to be cheese dairy from the communism time (WP 13).
Taking left the upper trail for approx. 300 meters from the ruined
building you can find drinkable water in the entrance of a cave that is
in a cliffy dried up stream (WP 14).
From the cheese dairy the trail follows steeply northeast in zigzags
and enters in cornel trees after approx. 1.5 kilometers (WP 15).
Following northeast in a visible trail, you will pass a cattle pond in few
hundred meters and after approx. 300 meters take left at the junction
(WP 16) and then walk down in the direction of the big cross where a
visible trail will take you down to the village.
The way back to Leusa is along the trail Lipë – Leusë – Lëshicë.
For heading back to Leusa you don’t need to enter through the houses
of Lipë and start the walk at the WP 1 of Lipë – Leusë – Lëshicë.
From the upper trail before entering the roads of the village (WP 17)
take right following the trail that has a water source after some meters
and joins the trail Lipë – Leusë – Lëshicë in approx. 500 meters, near
the cattle pond (WP 3 of hike Lipë – Leusë – Lëshicë).
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LeusË - Sheper
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				Trail distance: 10,6 km
				Elevation minimum: 257m,
				maximum: 1.450 m
				Cumulative height uphill:
				1.239m, downhill: 613 m
				Difficulty level: Moderate
				Time: 6 h
				Markings: white/red/white
				
Download GPS data:
				endritstrail.com/Permet
This is a nice hike that gives the opportunity to transfer from Vjosa valley
to Zagoria valley on an ancient mule path that is still frequently used by
locals, shepherds that spend the summer time near the pass and from cattle
caravans that usually comes from Konispol to Gramoz Mountain in Erseka for
the summer time.
The Albanian part of the Zagoria Valley is encircled by three mountain
ranges and only accessible from the Libohova through the Suha river
gorge or by the new road of Çajupi Mountain to Zhej village that is
shortest option considering Përmet as the starting point.
Due to its remote location it is unknown to most visitors and conserved
much of its natural charm. The surrounding mountains offer plenty of
walking options and it’s probably just the lack of infrastructure that
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prevents its rise as a major hiking destination.
This trail cuts down a travel distance from over 100 km on the road
to only 13 km across the pass of Dhëmbeli Mountain. It is because of
this that the ancient mule trail is still frequently used by locals.
The trail starts at the church of Leusë (WP 1) that is in the entrance
of the village and follows south taking the little trail that ascends on
the right of the dirt road, leaves the school of the village behind and
ascends to a little meadow (WP 2) where the view opens towards
Dhëmbelit pass, a good point to create an idea for the upper
destination of this hike. From here the route follows south to a chapel
(WP 3) and then follows southwest leaving a big meadow with a
shepherd hut down on your left. After few hundred meters the trail
passes in pond for cattle and a water source after approx. 100 meters.
From the water source the trail follows a steep accent by taking right
at the junction (west). After approx. 600 meters of following a good
mule path the trail reaches a meadow (WP 4) and starts to become
steeper following southwest.
At the WP 5 the trail enters the forest and one has to pay attention
because it may be not very visible from the following leaves. At the
next junction (WP 6) the trail takes left ascending in zigzags through
the woods until it exits the forest where amazing views open towards
Vjosa valley, the mountains of Bredhi i Hotovës-Dangelli National
Park and Dhëmbeli Mountain. After the forest exit the trail takes the
last bit of the steep accent to the pass (WP 7), an inviting place to
rest for a while and enjoying the views towards Përmet and the valley
that ascends from Zagoria.
The descent to Sheper is an easy hike on good and visible path and
one can just follow south the gorge lined by mountains of Dhëmbelit
on the west and Nëmërçka on the east. The first part of the decent is
in nice meadows where many shepherds’ huts could be seen during
the summer. Is good to avoid going close of the huts before you make
sure the shepherd is there. The dogs are not very friendly when one
approaches their territory. From the WP 8 (the last shepherd hut) the
gorge becomes narrower and the trail stays in the left (east) side
of the canyon. The trail is frequently used and not easy to miss.
Breathtaking views towards Lunxhëria Mountain and the meadows of
Sheper are offered on the way down. After approx. 2.5 kilometers the
trail crosses the dried up stream (WP 9) and after that one can easily
see the village of Sheper. In less than one kilometer the trail meets
the dirt road that is the main road of Sheper (WP 10). Walking right
(west) along the dirt road one can reach the bus station of the village
in approx. 200 meters.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

34 T 445303 4452285, church in Leusë, 257 m
34 T 445239 4452163, meadow, 458 m
34 T 445286 4452041, chapel, 472 m
34 T 444906 4451109, meadow 751 m
34 T 444510 4450923, forest entrance, 916 m
34 T 444161 4450872, junction, 1026 m
34 T 443325 4450317, Dhembeli pass, 1450 m
34 T 443108 4448419, last shepherd’s hut, 1274 m
34 T 441927 4446956, cross dried up stream, 982 m
34 T 441179 4446880, Sheper main road, 906 m
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UTM Waypoints:
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Gryka e KËlcyrËs - Limar - Mbrezhdan
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				Trail distance: 14,9 km
				Elevation minimum:150 m,
				maximum: 1.034 m
				Cumulative height uphill:
				996 m, downhill: 984 m
				Difficulty level: Moderate
				Time: 6.30 h
				Markings: white/red/white
				
Download GPS data:
				endritstrail.com/Permet
This is a relatively long but very beautiful hike that offers amazing views
initially towards the gorge of Gryka e Këlcyrës and then towards the valley of
Zagoria and Mount Çajupi. The trail travels also into the picturesque mountain
village of Limar that is a good place either to rest awhile or overnight. From
Limar the trail leads towards village of Mbrezhdan that is located near Këlcyrë
town.
There are regular mini busses from Përmet to Këlcyrë but one has to negotiate
with the driver to get to the restaurants of Gryka e Këlcyrës and for a taxi to
pick you up at the bridge of Mbrezhdan.
Water could be found in trailhead, Limar and near Mbrezhdan.
The hike starts in front of Restaurant River in Këlcyra. The path
follows initially steeply southwest through the woods on gravel mule
path. Take right at the fork (WP 2) after approx. 150 meters where a
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little trail goes up left that might be used by people who cut wood.
Even though there are some forks, is difficult to miss the main trail
since it’s the biggest and the most visible one. Locals use this trail
very regularly, especially in winter time when the road to Këlcyra
(nearest town) is blocked by snow.
The trail follows uphill and as much height it gain less woods are and
the view to Këlcyra gorge opens especially when having reached a
stone on the right of the trail which is a good point to stop a while and
enjoy the breathtaking views of the gorge (WP 3). After the stone the
trail become rockier and it turns right at the next crossing, approx. 150
m after the stone. Few minutes after the trail reach a gravely exposed
part from where you can see the water factory and the church below
the path. Having passed the gravel, approx. 100 meters further on,
the trail forks and one should keep right for a gentler ascend (WP 4).
The trail follows uphill gaining approx. 130 meters more height for
arriving at the pass of Shtegu i Peles (The mare path) at the WP
5. Having reached the pass of Shgegu i Peles, the trail gets wider
and easier. Very close to the pass one can see that the trail is built
by stonewalls on the exposed cliffs. Approx. 100 meters further the
trail takes left at the junction where a path on the right goes down
into Zagoria River. The hike follows in a good mule path with little up
and downs, passes some shepherds’ huts (WP 6) and after approx.
three kilometers it starts ascending east (WP 7) in a beautiful gorge
with steep cliffs and some waterfalls. In the difficult parts the trail is
secured by stony walls and the mules can easily pass. After some
minutes the trail leads us at the village of Limar an inviting place to
rest awhile.
Take north on the main road for leaving the village and turn off right
for taking a mule path as soon as you pass the last house of Limar
(WP 8). The trail ascends northeast following a crest that is lined by
streams. After few hundred meters the trail passes next to the water
deposit of the village. Having passed the deposit, the trail follows very
visible and crosses a stream after a while and then it crosses the dirt
road (WP 9) for heading northeast towards the pass which is already
visible. At the highest point of the pass there are some ruins of a
church (WP 10) and from here the path follows right on a very visible
path which descents very gently. After approx. one kilometer the view
opens towards Këlcyra (WP 11). Just below could be seen the gravel
road which connects the village of Mbrezhdan with Limar.
The descent starts to become steeper northeast and our trail crosses
the gravel road (WP 12) after approx. one kilometer for following a
mules’ shortcut that travels next to the gravel road (main road) and
meets it again after a while. Now the walk follows on the gravel road
for a while (approx. one km) and turns off left at the junction where
houses starts. At the junction is also a public water tap (WP 13).
From the here the trail follows directly right on a village road lined
by wooden and rock fences. After a while this road meets again the
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gravel road close to radio towers and our trail leaves the gravel road
(WP 14) for following a path on the right leaving the radio towers
in our left. This trail takes us at the beautiful pedestrian bridge on
Vjosa River that is very close to the main road connecting Këlcyra
with Përmet (WP 15).

UTM Waypoints:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

34 T 428742 4460974, trailhead, 150 m
34 T 428664 4460886, junction, 201 m
34 T 428456 4460622, viewpoint, 268 m
34 T 428218 4460424, fork, 345 m
34 T 427766 4460621, pass, 470 m
34 T 427879 4459840, shepherds huts, 559 m
34 T 428956 4457284, start ascending, 611 m
34 T 429741 4457165, Limar, 730 m
34 T 429770 4457708, junction, 792 m
34 T 430271 4458601, pass, 950 m
34 T 430369 4459095, viewpoint, 1033
34 T 430927 4459721, cross gravel road, 1002 m
34 T 431765 4460914, junction, 608 m
34 T 431719 4461518, junction, 359 m

15.

34 T 432490 4462046, bridge, 195 m
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Hiking in the Zagoria Valley
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PESHTAN - Kala - LIMAR
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Trail distance: 10.53 kilometers
			
Elevation min: 313 meters,
			
max: 665 meters
			
Cumulative height uphill: 757
			
meters, downhill: 418 meters
			
Difficulty level: Moderate
			
Time: 5 hours
			
Markings: white/red/white
			
Download GPS data:
			
endritstrail.com/Permet
			
This trail will take to two of the most remote villages of the Përmet area.
It starts in Peshtan village and then it travels in beautiful well-trodden path
through beautiful dark forest for arriving at the only house of Kala village
where a family is living all year round totally remotely without road access
and without electricity. Though, they are producing their own energy from a
beautiful stream that is located next to their house. Kala (in Albanian: castle)
takes its name from an Illyrian fortress that is located nearby the village. The
fortress is completely ruined and only few stones are left. From Kala the trail
takes its way down to Zagoria River for crossing it through a beautiful stony
bridge from Ottoman times and then ascending to the other remote village
of Limar, a beautiful grey stony village dominated by Mt. Çajupi/Strakovecit
summit.
The trail starts at the center of Peshtan village where a monument

UTM Waypoints
1.
2.
3.

34 T 425734 4460130, center of Peshtan, 369 m
34 T 425812 4460044, intersection, 378 m
34 T 426079 4459630, keep left, 400 m
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is located and a water source (WP 1) and follows SW passing the
first intersection by taking straight and approx. 100 m further on it
passes the other intersection taking straight (WP 2), following the
main broad trail.
The trail is well trodden and stays fairy level until it enters the forest
after a while. Keep left at the next junction (WP 3) where the trails
starts a very gentle ascend on a well-trodden trail through the woods.
Approx. one km further on, keep right at the next junction (WP 4)
and then keep left, following the main trail, at the other junction few
hundred meters further on (WP 5).
The trail continues fairly level for another two kilometers through the
woods by keeping right, following the main trail, at the junctions of
WP 6 and 7 and then exits the forest arriving at a nice meadow (WP
8). The views open Zagoria valley and further down towards the river
you can see the ruins of the Illarian fortress over a cliff. The meadow
is full of colorful flowers during the spring time. Further on the trail
start the gentle descend initially on the meadows for meeting a water source few hundred meters further on (WP 9). After this the trail
keeps almost level and crosses a dried up stream and entering again
through the woods (WP 10).
Few hundred meters further on, continuing on the main well-trodden
trail, you will cross a stream and very soon you will see the lonely
house of Kala village at WP 11. After passing the house you will see
a beautiful stream with mossy stones and surrounded by old trees,
an inviting place to rest for a while. Cross the stream and keep left,
following the main trail, at the next trail junction (WP 12) and right at
WP 13. Very soon you will pass a water source located next to a giant
beautiful tree (WP 14). Following the trail, the beautiful views of the
Zagoria gorge will open and a nice located stan (shepherd hut) can
be seen in the other side of the river.
The trail will take you down at the river where a high stony bridge
(WP 15) from the early 19 thcentury will cross you on the other side.
Take right from the bridge and the gravely trail will start to ascend in
the direction of Limar village. After a while you will see big boulders
next to the trail (WP 16) and further on you will hit the part of the old
cobbled trail (WP 17).
Keep right and then left at the next junctions and very soon you will
enter the village of Limar where you will see few ruined houses and
further on the church of the village (WP 18). Accommodation can be
found at the house of Mani Damani, located opposite the church.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

34 T 426616 4458957, take right, 412 m
34 T 426638 4458734, keep left, 569 m
34 T 426757 4458575, keep right, 552
34 T 426880 4458475, keep right, 547 m
34 T 427218 4457133, meadow, 609 m
34 T 427464 4457058, water source, 554 m
34 T 427767 4456708, forest entrance, 456 m
34 T 428543 4456183, house, 441 m
34 T 428697 4456084, keep left, 398 m
34 T 428902 4456156, keep right, 384 m
34 T 428946 4456115, water source, 376 m
34 T 428946 4456115, bridge, 331 m
34 T 429868 4456049, big stones, 407 m
34 T 430120 4456177, cobbled trail, 471 m
34 T 430036 4456861, church, 665 m
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Limar – Leskaj – Doshnicë – Hoshtevë
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				Trail distance: 14.41km
				Elevation min: 460 metrs
				max: 812 meters
				Cumulative height uphill:
				716 meters,
				downhill:569 meters
				Difficulty level: Moderate
				Time: 6.5 hours
				Markings: white/red/white
				Download GPS data:
				endritstrail.com/Permet
This is a transfer hike along Zagoria valley, connecting the remote village of
Limar with Hoshteva. Along the trail you will pass a number of traditional
villages, unspoiled by modernization. This hike will also take you to the most
beautiful parts of Zagoria River where waterfalls and old stone bridges can
be seen.
The Trail starts at the guesthouse of Mani Damani, located opposite
of the church (WP 1) at the lower part of the village. Leave the chuch
on your right and take the trail down and then you leave the last
house of Limar behind to cross the stream (WP 2). From this point
one can see the houses of Leskaj village and a clear trail that stays
more or less in the same altitude.
The trail will now cross three other stream (WP 3, 4 and 5) before
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reaching the first house of the village which you leave it on your right.
After few hundred meters the trail passes the cemetery (WP 6) and
further on enters the village (WP 7). Keep the lower road and will lead
you at water source which is located in a beautiful environment with
old trees (WP 8), an inviting place to rest awhile.
From here, taking the upper trail will lead you next to a beautiful old
house where the trail climbs up for some meters to meet a dirt road.
At this house a lovely old lady named Manushaqe is living during the
summer time with his son and they are willing to have individuals
sleeping in their place. Knock on the door to just say hi or stop for
overnight. Most likely Manushaqe will be out on the trail to say you
hi because there are very few people passing by this trail. After a
approx. 600 m the dirt road forks with a trail and you will leave the
road to take the trail on your left (WP 9) to reach a nice meadow with
a small hut and stunning views towards Mali i Çajupit few hundred
meters further on (WP 10).
The trail keeps the same level, crossing two streams. Keep right at
the second stream and after crossing it stream the trail travels in a
nice small forest where wild pear and apple can be found. Leaving
the forest, the trail keeps the same level with great views towards the
mountains and valley.
The trail will cross two other streams (WP 11 and near the village)
before reaching Doshnica (WP 12). Take the trail that leads down in
the river from Doshnica and take right at the next fork for going to the
river or left for skipping the waterfall in Zagoria and going directly to
Hoshteve (WP 13). The trail down will take you 100m lower in altitude
that you will need to climb again but gives you the opportunity to see
the terrific waterfall in Zagoria River. From the junction at the WP 13,
taking the trail right to the waterfall will lead you through a nice meadow (WP 14) and then further down directly at the waterfall (WP 15),
the best place for a long stop in the trail.
From this point one can also follow the walk along the river but without clear trail and bushwhack. We recommend climbing up at the
junction of WP 13 and then following the broad trail that used to be a
tractor road during the communism times. This trail will lead you down
to the nice meadows along Zagoria River (WP 16) and following this
trail along the river will take you to a beautiful ottoman bridge (WP
17) that connects Lliar and Zhej with Hoshteva. Don’t cross the bridge
and follow the broad trail (tractor road) that ascends towards Hoshteva village. In the entrance of the village you will pass by the beautiful
old church (WP 18). Next to the church a bar is located and you can
ask there if you would like to visit the church from inside. The owners
of the bar are also providing food and accommodation for travelers.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

34 T 430036 4456861, church, 665 m
34 T 430174 4456889, stream, 642 m
34 T 430389 4456851, stream, 618 m
34 T 430759 4456633, stream, 602 m
34 T 430941 4456422, stream, 618 m
34 T 431145 4456024, cemetery, 664 m
34 T 431339 4455521, Leskaj village, 660 m
34 T 431355 4455453, water source, 650 m
34 T 431925 4455349, junction (take right), 688 m
34 T 432287 4455403, meadow, 715 m
34 T 432825 4454896, stream, 705 m
34 T 433202 4454213, Doshnicë village, 695 m
34 T 433034 4453961, junction (take right to waterfall), 553 m
34 T 432836 4453845, meadow, 531 m
34 T 432819 4453566, waterfall, 455 m
34 T 433563 4452818, meadows along Zagoria River, 518 m
34 T 435009 4451777, bridge, 530 m
4 T 436040 4452218, church, 815 m
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HoshtevË – Nivan - Sheper
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Trail distance: 12.34 kilometers
Elevation min: 706 meters,
max: 957 meters
Cumulative height uphill: 545m
downhill: 500 meters
Difficulty level: Moderate
Time: 5 hours
Markings: white/red/white
Download GPS data:
endritstrail.com/Permet

This is a transfer hike in Zagoria valley which will give the opportunity to
visit three villages on very gentle ascends and descends. The trail will take
you from the village of Hoshteve to the villages of Konckë, Nivan and Sheper
passing old churches and monasteries, traditional villages, beautiful nature of
Zagoria valley and crystal water sources.
The trail starts at the church of the village (WP 1) and follows northwest either the main road or the narrow cobbled road between houses to arrive at the upper part of the village. At this point, just below
the main road that connects the valley, leave the road for taking the
trail near the electrical cabin (WP 2) that descends down towards
the stream. After crossing the stream, continue the trail that stays
almost level initially on the meadows and then through the bushes
for entering a small forest afterwards (WP 3). Approx. 100 m further

UTM Waypoints
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

34 T 436040 4452218, church, 815 m
34 T 436291 4452211, electric cabin, 843 m
34 T 436905 4451363, forest, 801 m
34 T 436962 4451279, take right, 790 m
34 T 437049 4450913, house, 722 m
34 T 437426 4450606, take right, 839 m
34 T 438026 4450489, stream, 898 m
34 T 438243 4450182, take right, 918 m
34 T 438496 4450014, take right, 938 m
34 T 438787 4449434, bus station, 936 m
34 T 438931 4449294, water source, 950 m
34 T 439797 4448134, Nivan, 936 m
34 T 439765 4447902, church, 897 m
34 T 439022 4447671, monastery, 713 m
34 T 440675 4446888, Sheper, 850 m
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on take right at the junction (WP 4) that gently descends to a lonely
house (WP 5).
From the house the trail follows a dirt road that gently ascends and
approx. 900 m on, we leave the dirt road for following right at the
junction a nice trail through the meadows (WP 6). By following the dirt
road, you will end up at the main gravel road that connects Hoshteva
with Nivan and Sheper. Further on, the trail will cross a stream (WP
7) and then hitting a dirt road for leaving it after few hundred meters
to follow a trail parallel with electric pillars and with the main road
(WP 8). Take right at the next junction (WP 9) and after approx. 50 m
cross a nice stream surrounded by beautiful big trees. Very soon you
will arrive at the village of Konckë. In the exit of the village there is
a bus station (WP 10). From now on our trail follows the main gravel
road to Nivan.
Few hundred meters away, don’t miss the water source on your right
(WP 11). When arriving in the village, take right, leaving the main
road at the municipally (WP 12) for descending to the church (WP
13). From here take the right trail that descends along the stream
and leads further down to the beautiful monastery of Nivan (WP 14).
From the monastery is worth going further down to the river to see
an old stony bridge.
From the monastery, follow the main dirt road that follows initially
southeast and then climbs northeast to the village of Sheper.
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Trail distance: 4.95 kilometers
			Elevation min: 508 meters, 		
			max: 746 meters
			Cumulative height uphill: 249
			meters, downhill: 309 meters
			Difficulty level: Easy
			Time: 2.5 h (one way)		
Markings: white/red/white
			Download GPS data: endritstrail.
			com/Permet
This trail connects the village of Hoshteva with Lliar and Zhej which are locate
across Zagoria River. Both parts of the river are connected with an old ottoman style stony bridge. These villages remain still traditional with beautiful
stony houses and narrow cobbled roads. Old churches and decorated water
fountains characterizes these villages.
The trail starts at the village of Hoshteva, next to the church (WP
1) and descends towards the river along a wide trail that used to
be for tractors during communism times. The trail leads at the old
stony bridge (WP 2) that crosses Zagoria River. Few hundred meters
further on cross a little stream (WP 3) and the trail will start ascending. Take left at the coming junction (WP 4) and follow the ascend
SW that offers time by time great views towards Çajupi mountain and
backwards to Zagoria valley. Approx. one km further on we enter the
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beautiful village of Lliar that welcomes with nicely regulated cobbled
trails and then with decorated public water tap (in Albanian: Burimi i
fshatit) at WP 5. Don’t miss the old church of the village (Shën Triadha) approx. 100 m further on towards the village (WP 6). Follow the
main trail W, that gently ascend, to leave the village towards Zhej and
take left at the next junction few hundred meters further on (WP 7).
The trail keeps almost level to arrive at the electric cabin which just
after passing the trail on the eroded hill (WP 8). From here good views
back to the village of Lliar can be taken.
Following the main trail that very gently ascends takes us at the village of Zhej (WP 8) where some nice cobbled roads lined by traditional stony houses can be explored.

UTM Waypoints
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

34 T 436040 4452218, church, 815 m
34 T 435010 4451791, bridge, 526 m
34 T 434669 4451551, stream, 524 m
34 T 434443 4451522, take left, 572 m
34 T 433760 4451185, public water tap, 640 m
34 T 433677 4451245, church, 649 m
34 T 433573 4451230, take left, 656 m
34 T 432854 4451509, Zhej, 711 m

Hiking in NEmërçka mountains
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Curricular hike:
Biovizhdë – Gryka e Kazanit - Biovizhdë
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				Trail distance: 16,4 km
				Elevation minmum:671m,
				maximum: 1,952m
				Cumulative height uphill:
			
1,399 m, downhill:1,300m
				Difficulty level: Moderate
				Time: 8 h
				Markings: white/red/white
				Download GPS data:
				endritstrail.com/Permet
Gryka e Kazanit is the name of the gorge that lies on foot of Nemërçka wall.
This face of Nemërçka is very dramatic thus this hike offers amazing views.
In the border area there are big meadows populated by shepherds during the
summer time from both sides of the border. The hike is relatively long but the
ascent is very gentle and the trail finding is easy.
The trail starts in the entrance of the village, 20 meters north of the
statue (WP 1). A good orientation point is the first house on the right
side when you approach the village from the car road. Next to the first
house the trail ascents steeply on a mule path that generally takes
the crest of the hill until it arrives at the former military viewpoint of
the border (WP 2). Close to the military building is a water source –
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the only one on this hike. From here the trail takes right (west) on
a visible mule track that initially keeps the same height and later on
ascents very gently through the woods. After walking for approx. 2.4
kilometers mostly through the woods in a trail that is impossible to
be missed, we arrive on a good viewpoint (WP 3) towards Gryka e
Kazanit where rocky faces of Nemërçka opens in front of us. Now
the trail becomes steeper ascending in zigzags through the woods
keeping southwest direction and after a while it exit the forest (WP
4) for starting a very gentle ascent south on a grassy trail. Having
passed the forest a breathtaking view of Nemërçka opens in front of
us. Even though the grass is knee long (Sep. 2012) the mule trail is
surprisingly very visible.
The ascent is now following south very gently crossing a number of
dried up streams. One can see the remaining of avalanches in this
part. At the 8th dried up stream – the biggest one – one trail follows
the stream and goes up to the border area and our trail crosses
this stream and climbs up following the main trail south west (WP
5). After approx. 600 meters the trail reaches the ruins of the border
police station (WP 6). From here we leave the main trail,which follows
down to the gorge, to follow the ascent southwest. Pass a bunker
after approx. 100 meters and the trail follows through the woods for
few hundred meters. After the forest exit we pass a gravely trail and
continue southwest on a grassy terrain easily identifiable.
Before descending to the last meadow with shepherds’ huts which
lays on the foot of Nemërçka wall, turn left (south east) leaving the
main trail for taking another mule trail which ascents southeast
initially gently and then steeply with zigzags towards the crest of the
border (WP 7) – an inviting place to rest awhile and enjoy the views
from the both sides of the border.
The trail keeps following the crest of the border northeast with great
views towards the mountains of Greece and Vjosa valley in the right
side and Gryka e Kazanit gorge with the cliffs of Nemërçka falling into
the gorge in our left.
After approx. 1.3 kilometers, on the top of the mountain, we reach
the pyramid no. 12 of the border (WP 8). After this the trail steeply
descents into a nice meadow to another border pyramid (WP 9).
From here one can either follow the accentfor reaching the summit
of Mount Silivi (1852 m) or eastern slope of this mountain that keeps
north east in more or less the same altitude. After approx. 700 meters
the trail starts a steep decent (WP 10) in zigzags. The orientation is
easy – one can even see the village of Biovizhdë on the high points
of the trail. The path takes initially right (east) and arrives in a nice
meadow with plump trees and a shepherd hut after some minutes
(WP 11). The trail follows northeast on a visible trail, reaches a
pond for cattle at the WP 12, takes east for approx. 500 meters and
after that enters the forest (WP 13). From here the trail changes the
direction on northwest.
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Take right at the junction (WP 14) and follow northeast. After few
minutes cross a dried up stream and meet the trail at the border
military viewpoint (WP 2).

UTM Waypoints:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

34 T 460536 4438801, Biovizhdë entrance, 669 m
34 T 459845 4438169, former military viewpoint, 951 m
34 T 457614 4438740, viewpoint, 1093 m
34 T 457542 4438463, forest exit, 1234 m
34 T 457622 4437452, dried up stream, 1384 m
34 T 456978 4437015, border military ruins, 1531 m
34 T 456403 4434980, border ridge, 1865 m
34 T 457288 4435831, border pyramid no. 12, 1952 m
34 T 458049 4436414, border pyramid no. 11, 1738 m
34 T 458595 4436849, start descending, 1723 m
34 T 459077 4436937, meadow, 1528 m
34 T 459408 4437141, cattle pond, 1368 m
34 T 459782 4437183, forest entrance, 1210 m
34 T 459606 4437522, junction, 1146 m
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Maja e Dritës/Papingut – the summit of
NEmërçka
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Trail distance: 4,9 km (one way)
Elevation minimum: 1.061 m,
maximum: 2.485 m
Cumulative height uphill:1.424 m,
downhill: 1.424 m
Difficulty level: Moderate
Time: 8 h (return trip)
Markings: white/red/white
Download GPS data:
endritstrail.com/Permet

Nemërçka, the second highest mountain in the southern Albania (2485
m) after Gramozit, has a very dramatic east face which drops into Vjosa
valley. It looks quite opposite from the Zagoria valley (west side). The path
ascendsgently up to the shepherds’ huts and after that one has just to follow
the direction of the summit which is visible. Zagoria in itself is tremendously
beautiful, and a climb of Nemërçka offers all the views. It is still a long hike
(about 5 hours up, and half the time down), with 1400 meters of elevation
gain.
One can also climb Nemërçka from Përmet, Gjinkar village but this make for
a long two days ascend. More information can be found at endritstrail.com/
permet or at palmtreeproduction.com.
Getting to the trailhead: turn left at the junction (UTM 34 T 448539
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4439642) approx. three kilometers before reaching Sopik when
driving this road for approx. 1.2 kilometers and stop at the bottom of a
large field of talus (WP 1). Make sure you find the trailhead as the trail
will avoid much of the talus.
From the trail head (WP 1) the path accents north east in big zigzags
and reaches a steep gravely trail (WP 2) after approx. 1 kilometer.
After walking onto the gravel path for few minutes follow the zigzag
steep path northeast that leads to a nice meadow with shepherds’
huts (WP 3). Follow this trail (northeast) and take left at the junction
after few minutes (WP 4). From the junction follow the visible trail
(northeast) on steep grassy trail and keep the ascending on the same
ridge for approaching the summit.
The trail becomes invisible at about 2000 m of altitude but the
orientation to the summit of Maja e Dritës/Papingut (WP 5) is easy.

UTM Waypoints
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

34 T 448595 4440171, trailhead, 1061 m
34 T 449173 4440188, gravely trail, 1208 m
34 T 449757 4440541, shepherds’ huts, 1602 m
34 T 449923 4440545, junction, 1659 m
34 T 451643 4441680, Maja e Dritës, 2485 m
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Sopoti Waterfall
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				Trail distance: 5,7 km
				Elevation minimum: 464m,
				maximum: 867 m
				Cumulative height uphill:
				300m, downhill: 300 m
				Difficulty level: Easy
				Time: 3 h
				Markings: white/red/white
				Download GPS data:
				endritstrail.com/Permet
This is a short hike from the village of Strëbec to the beautiful waterfall at the
foot of Nemërçka Mountain wall. This trail offers amazing views of the most
dramatic southern face of Nemërçka Mountain includingthe natural monument of Cirku Akullnajor i Nemërçkës (the glacial of Nemërçka). This glacial
has the shape of a giant armchair with two kilometers of length and 600
meters of width.
You can park at the Stëmbec village at a nice meadow before the
center of the village (WP 1) and then follow the dirt road uphill west.
Few meters further take left at the crossing of WP 2 and after reaching
the center of the village take the narrow stone rood lined by houses.
Follow the stone road for some meters uphill and automatically you
will get to the trail head (WP 3). The trail is clear and travels gently
uphill with marvelous views towards Nemërçka Mountain.
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Keep left at the next fork of WP 4 to follow the trail or take right to
reach a water source just few meters further on. Approx. 150 meters
beyond you will get to a beautiful meadow with breathtaking views
towards the village, valley and the Nemërçka Mountain (WP 5). From
here you can also see the waterfall at the gorge and the trail is easily
identifiable. It has some exposed parts but safe to pass.
From the waterfall one can chose either to get back to the village
or explore a little bit more by taking a south ascent to the glacial of
Nemërçka.

UTM waypoints:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

34 T 454275 4444965, parking possibility, 460 m
34 T 454332 4444909, crossing, 482 m
34 T 454376 4444866, mule path, 502 m
34 T 453839 4444661, fork, 557 m
34 T 453747 4444643, meadow, 592 m
34 T 452527 4444049, waterfall, 800 m
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Hiking in Bredhi i Hotovës
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Curricular hike:
BREDHI I HOTOVËS – CHURCH RUINS –
BREDHI I HOTËVËS CENTER
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				Trail distance: 6,8 km
				Elevation minimum:
				1,070 m
				maximum: 1,397 m
				Cumulative height uphill:
			
346 m, downhill: 346 m
				Difficulty level: Moderate
				Time: 3 h
				Markings: white/red/white
				Download GPS data:
				endritstrail.com/Permet
This is a relaxing hike through the amazing forest of Bredhi i HotovësDangelli National Park which offers stunning views towards the Dhëmbeli and
Nemërçka mountains. You can also visit some ruins of a church in the summit
where is an inviting place to take a rest and enjoy the views.
The hike starts at forestry office (WP 1) and goes directly up through
the forest on a narrow path which can be difficult to identify when the
leaves have fallen. After a while you will reach a nice meadow (WP 2)
when is easy to lose the trail. Keep left to the trail which goes through
the forest and then keep again left to the next junction (WP 3). The

UTM Waypoints:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

34 T 447293 4465961, forestry building, 1162 m
34 T 447238 4465776, meadow, 1209 m
34 T 447080 4465498, junction (keep left), 1241 m
34 T 447504 4465448, church ruins, 1361 m
34 T 447653 4465478, junction (keep right), 1359 m
34 T 448481 4464907, Polenicës pass, 1396 m
34 T 449024 4465442, ruins, 1236 m
34 T 449107 4465351, water source, 1232 m
34 T 448890 4465992, gravel road, 1133 m
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route ascends gently up to the summit when ruins of church can be
found (WP 4). The curch is an inviting place to take a rest and offers
stunning views towards Dhëmbel and Nemërçka mountains.
The trail follows the crestwith wonderful views, keeps right at the next
junction approx. 150 meters further(WP 5) and then continues onto
the ridge for descending at Qafa e Polonicës (WP 6). Take the decent
in your left to get back at the trail head. The decent in your right takes
you at Hotova and Kosova village.
The decent is gentle and the trail is broad and easy to follow. After
approx. 1.2 km you will see the ruins of a building that use to be the
former office of forestry (WP 7). Walk for some meters on the right
side to reach a watersource close to the stream (WP 8).
The hike follows the broad trail and you will reach the gravel road
after approx. 800 meters (WP 9). Keep left at gravel road to get back
at the trailhead.
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To the Canyon of Kamëncke
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				Trail distance: 2,76 km
		
		
Elevation minimum:
				956m, 		
				Cumulative height uphill:
				
39 m, downhill: 178 m
				Difficulty level: Easy
				Time: 1 hour
				Download GPS data:
				endritstrail.com/Permet

This trail begins at the Forestry Lodge in the central area at the park and end
with breathtaking panoramic aerial view of the canyon of Kamëncke. Most of
the way is passable by either car or foot, though the final path to the most
magnificant views of the canyon are only by foot,. Traveling west from the
park station on the main road as it winds down toward the Vjosa Valley. After
another 1,8 kilometers you can leave the road, parking your car on the left if
driving and descend on a very short footpath toward the canyon. There are
several paths descending to the lookout point, and you can go as far as an
extension into the canyon which provides stunning views, particularly in the
sunset.

1. 34 T 447279 4466017, forestry office, 1151m,
2. 34 T 446662 4465689, park entrance, 1155 m
3. 34 T 446066 4464516, canyon, 960 m
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UTM Waypoints:
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* With the assistance of Laura Davidson,
previous Peace Corp Volunteer of Përmet municipality
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Treasures of nature
Medicinal plants & herbs
1. Lemmon balm, (Melissa officinalis), Bar
blete
Medicinically and also herbal tea. Pluck the
tea before flowering with with higghest concentration of aromatic oil. A daily dose of
the tea reduces stress, also application for
the treatment of disorders of the gastrointestinal tract, liver, and bile, with antibacteral and antiviral properties. Crushed leaves
are a good mosquito repellent!
2. Wild Celery, (Apium graveolens), Selino
qelbur
Vegetable, spice and medicinal plant, part
of the soup greens, fruits but unsuitable
for seasoning, tea has a diuretic effect,
essential oil enhances blood flow to the
abdomen, is therefore regarded as an
aphrodisiac!
3. Chamomille, (Arthemis arvensis),
Kamomil
Main application is indigestion, but it can
be used as a true Jack of all trades! Antibacterial,
dehydration, calm, blood purifier, anti-inflammatory, diuretic, antispasmodic,
analgesic,
sudorific, tonic healing powers.
4. St. John´s word, (Hypericum perforatum), Lule basani, Lule gjaku
Like no other herb St. John’s wort is
associated with the sun, whose power it
receives to the longest days of the year
to the darker days of winter to sell it to
us humans. St. John’s Wort brings some
sunshine into depressed minds, but is also
a great surrounder between the medicinal
plants

6. Menthe, (Mentha longifolia), Mendër
e egër
The Ross mint is used in folk medicine for
gastrointestinal complaints and headache
and also an important part of a refreshing
blend of tea from de mountains.
7. Mountain tea, (Sideritis raeseri, sideritis
syriaca), Çaj mali
Bergtee proposal contains natural flavones.
Essential oils and antibiotic substances
that make it a very good tea against cold.
Research studies have shown that its ingredients can reduce the risk for Alzheimer
deposits.
8. Origano, (Origanum vulgare), Rigon
Oregano is not only a good pasta spice
and a butterfly catcher. With its antiseptic
and anti-viral properties, a tea made from
oregano is a good cough medicine, helps
with menstrual cramps and is also good for
inflammation in the oral cavity.
9. Sage (Salvia officinalis), Sherebel
Universal remedy, his specialty is astringent and antiseptic effect. Thus it works
well for sore throat and sore throats of all
kinds, it is the plant of choice. The sage
also has a pronounced seam-inflammatory
effect.
10. Thyme, (Thymus vulgaris), Trumzë
The thyme is not only an interesting spice
plant, also with its antibacterial ingredients
its an important medicinal plant against
cough and disinfection.
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5. Mugwort, (Artemisia vulgaris), Pelin (e
rëndomtë)
Mugwort is considered the mother of all
erbs. It has a tangy flavor that is reminiscent of mint and juniper, stimulates the
secretion of gastric acid and bile, thus
helping fat digestion.
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11. Salep, Green vigned orchis, (Orchis
sp.), Salep
The salep (arab. “fox testicles”) refers
to dried root tubers of various terrestrial
orchids. These plants have heyday two
tubers, a withered, at the expense of the
flowering stem has developed, and an
undivided, spherical or palmately divided,
lobed, from which evolved a flowering
stems the following year. They were collected after the heyday of the full juicy tubers
that taste fresh bitter and unpleasant smell
peculiar, she washes, rubs the outer brown
skin off, brews the tubers and dried in
artificial heat. All orchid tubers can provide
salep. underground plant parts. Within the
EU, also in national and international law
all orchid species are specially protected,
especially the underground parts! Trade
and use of all natural salep is strictly
prohibited. Mountain guides are appealed
to take care for the Albanian salep! A synthetic Salep product is existing.
12. Trojans ink, (Teucrium polium), Teukrium
Particularly in use for the treatment of
stomach ailments. It has also shown some
promise in the treatment of visceral pain.
Caution should be applied with use of this
herb due to its known liver and kidney
toxicity!
13. Yellow Jarrow, (Achillea filipendula) ,
Bar pezmi
Preparations made from yellow or white
yarrow act bile flow stimulating, antibacterial, astringent and antispasmodic preparations of yarrow act bile flow stimulating
(choleretic), antibacterial, astringent in
inflammation and antispasmodic for menstrual pains. A nice tasty splash of color in
a tea blend.

Black mulberry
(Morus nigra) Man

Corelian cherry
(Cornus mas) Thanë

Dog rose (Rosa
canina) Trëndafili i
egër

Juniper (Juniperus)
Dëllinjë

Seeds for the next
year

Strawberry tree
(Arbutus unedo) Marre

Turky oak (Quercus
cerris) Lis

Walnut (Juglans regia)
Arrë

Wild pear (Pyrus
pyraster) Goricë

Wild plum (Prunus
cerasifera) Kumbull
e egër

On the way to future
kompot (Hoshaf )

Persimmons
(Diospyros kaki)
Hurma
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Fruits beside the trail
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Vjosa River - Europe’s Unknown
Wild Jewel
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The Vjosa River in Albania is one of Europe’s last
living wild rivers. Along its entire course of over
270 kilometers it is untamed and free flowing. The
river is characterized by beautiful canyons, braided river sections, islands, oxbows and meandering
stretches. In some areas the riverbed expands over
more than 2 km in width. Together with its tributaries, the Vjosa provides a dynamic, near-natural
ecosystem. It is without par on this continent - a
true, though unknown European natural heritage.

For more information please notice:
EuroNatur - Foundation for the Conservation of
the European Nature Heritage http://www.euronatur.org/
RiverWatch - Society for the Protection of Rivers
http://riverwatch.eu/en/
PPNEA - Society for the Preservation and Protection of Natural Environment in Albania
http://www.ppnea.org/

That the city Përmet in our days welcomes guests as a green city
with so large urban parks, green areas and huge old trees, is no coincidence. In the turmoil of the civil war in 1997 local citizens protected
the old urban trees. Parks were not as elsewhere (illegally) built with
constructions, but got until today the special charm of this mountain
town. Here one has a particular hand and love for nature.
Përmet not only is surrounded by the green of the lovely mountain areas and forests which offer excellent hiking opportunities. Even
in the communist period the city was well known for the exquisite
quality of its agricultural production and typical regional products in
all of Albania.
Wine from the grapes of Debine i Bardhë and Merlot, and Raki
from Përmet, have always ranked among the best in the country.
Fruits and vegetables are very tasty by the climatic factors and the
good soil. They were worked to the tasty jam or carafully bioled with
sugar, the so called Gliko. A very special and attractive desert and
also an original and unique souvenir.
The beekeeper trade was conducted here has always carefully
and with much love for good quality. Cattle, goats and sheeps have a
long good tradition, as well as the production of dairy products. The
mountains provide a natural resort for medical herbs and medicinal
plants found here in an exceptionally high biodiversity. Not to mention
the great artistry in the production of needleworks, particularly of the
embroideries.
After the collapse of the communism system and the great wave
of migration, these productions largely broke or came to a complete
standstill. Professionals left the city, knowledge has been lost or
transferred to the privates. From the former wealth much was hidden.
But in the meantime, a lot has moved!

Pro Përmet – Who's that?
The in 2009 founded Pro Përmet Consortium, is a non-obligatory
alliance of nine agricultural partners, an artisanal group and three
representatives of gastronomy and hotelery of the municipalities of
Përmet and Këlcyra.
It is under the auspices of the CESVI, an Italian NGO, that collaborates with various local partners, to do a joint marketing of the
regional products of Përmet. The under communism and during the
last 20 years of Transistion acquired distrust to governmental organizations and the retreat into the private sphere started to get broken.
Training, publicity events, such as local and international trade
shows, where the products are offered together and a very informative website already brought the first economic successes so that at
the present.

Local producers

Pro PËrmet CONSORTIUM
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Some regional companies are already set on visiting of individual tourists, tourist groups and travel agencies, who are interested in the purchase of these products and their production.
You are welcome to come over for a visit, because the regional production is also a part of the cultural way of life! The Pro
Përmet associated hotels and restaurants offer these goods, as
well as some regional supermarkets and the local tourist information. There you also get more information or log your visit.
We, the Pro Përmet, would appreciate if you as a guest and this
city a part of this promising development!

Commercial advertisements
		
Beekeepers Association Përmet
				
		
		
		
		
		
		

Robert Male, Tel. 068 40 97 618 (Berti),
068 28 22 177 (Stefani)
Përmet, center, please ask in
Restaurant Hani i Kikes
Language: Albanian, Italian
Open: daily
Direktverkauf zu Hause

The company offers Multiflower (Mjaltë shumë lulesh), Honey comb
(Mjaltë shumë lulesh me hoje), Honey of the strawberry tree (Mjaltë
mare), Propolis (Pomadë), Pollen (Polen) and Royal Jelly (Qumësht
blete), all in high quality.

		

Cheese factory
Altin Meshini (Bunker)
				

		
		

Altin Meshini, Tel. 069 72 44 512,
baxhomeshini.bunkeri@gmail.com
4 km behind Këlcyra left hand just
before an small old partisan war
memorial Busparking, nice for groups
and for travel agencies
Language: Albanian, Italian
Sale, with completion of the new
building in spring 2015 guided tours
about the production for groups

		

Open: daily

		
		
		

A small, new built family business. A new main building will be completed in 2015, well designed terrase in traditional style, where the

		

Cheese factory
Klement Ndoni
				
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Klement Ndoni, Fon 069 20 68 420,
klementndoni@hotmail.com
At the entrance of Këlcyra, directly in
opposite to the old castle ruins (sign)
Language: Albanian, Italian
Open: daily
Busparking, Sale, visit possible

Since 1964 existing family business, which is continuously producing
til today. The senior Petrit Ndoni is working there for 76 years! The factory processes goat and sheep milk to butter (gjalpë), Quark (gjithë),
hard cheese (djathë kaçkavall) and soft cheeses (djathë të bardhë).
The dairy products are sold throughout Albania. From October to January the production rests.

		
Winery Bejko
				
		
		
		
		
		
		

Shkëlqim Bejko, Fon 068 20 94 662
(Altin), kantinabejko@gmail.com
Përmet, von Këlcyra kommend direkt
am Ortseingang von Piscova links in
einer Kurve
Language: Albanian, Italian
Direktverkauf, Busgruppen erst in
Zukunft

Family business and cooperative of five bigger and about 20 smaller
winegrowers of the region around Pêrmet. 70% Merlot (red grapes)
and 30 % White wine from Sheshi i Zi and Riesing are pressed, also
Raki Rrushi and Muscat Raki.

Local producers

where the tasting will take place. The cold rooms are located in an
Italian artillery bunker of WW2 , from where the road to Përmet on
direction to the Greek border was controlled in the fight against the
Greek troops. The business processes goat and sheep milk to butter (gjalpë), Quark (gjizë), hard cheese (djathë kaçkavall) and white
cheeses (djathë të bardhë), which has a really good quality.
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Winery Buailoti
				
		
		
		

Ardian Totoni, Fon 068 27 71 629
Përmet, Lagjia e Re, last road left, last
house right close to Vjosa River
Language: Albanian, Italian
Direktverkauf

Family business and cooperative processes anually more than 200
quintals grapes (Merlot and Debinê) collected from the villages
around Pêrmet. Trades in all South-Albania.

		
Gliko Almeg
				
		
		

		
		
		
		
		
		

Eftali Qerimi & Odeta Nasi,
Fon 069 62 03 442,
glikoalmeg@gmail.com
Përmet, Lagjia Mejden, opposite to the
city graveyard, left hand
Language: Albanian, Italian
Open: May-August 6-19.00, 7-16.00.
Production of Raki Oktober and
November. Busparking, Sale, catering
for groups on demand

Strong two women business. Eftali and Odeta overtook the 26 years
running factory, where they were working before, after the communism era in 1992. They are still producing in the same traditional
way. Please watch the very big cooking pots and wooden spoon and
the old ovens, which are heated from outside the building. In the peak
season, May to August, the company employs 20 people. By contract
farming the business annually processes three to four tons walnuts
and up to two tons of fruit into jam (reçel) or Gliko. Very popular are
the boiled young walnuts (arra). Also they are offering kajsie (aprikot),
portokalli (orange), qershi (cherry), fiku (fig), verë të kuqe (red wine)
and raki rrushi (brandy of grapes).

		
Hotel Alvero
				
		

Vasil and Ariana Nikolla
Fon +355 813 23514
Mob. 068 23 39 508, 06820 81 334
vnikolla@yahoo.com, www.permeti.biz

This hotel is situated in downtown Përmet and offers contemporary
accommodations, and has a beautiful, relaxing scenery overlooking
the Vjosa River. The hotel offers 16 rooms including breakfast, all with

		
Restaurant Antigonea
				
		
		
		

Urim Jaçe
Fon +355 813 22 566
Mob. 068 4051 373

Situated close to Hotel Përmeti and Hotel Alvero this family-run restaurant is very famous for local traditional dishes of Përmet district. In
offfer are Tavë Antigonea, Stuffed lamb, stuffed breast of lamb, stuffed
chicken, stuffed woodcock, stuffed partridge, backed wild rabbit,
roasted wild boar, river fish, grilled bestrof fish, also fried frog legs.
Only local products are used in the kitchen.
Well maintained ambience inside, professional service and nice tables outside infront of the restaurant will offer a pleasant stay.

Albania Guide
by Meike Gutzweiler

ISBN: 978-3-8317-2442-0
Pages: 600
Language: German
Edition: 2nd, revised and fully updated edition
2014
Amenities: full color, many 160 photos and
illustrations, 18 maps and town plans, maps
of Albania and all regions, language help
German / Albanian, extensive index, mapsand
references grip marks, durable PUR binding

ZBULO! offers escorted and self-guided trips in the
Përmet-Zagoria area, walking holidays, hiking and trekking
tours throughout Albania as well as to the neighboring
countries. The area and this guidebook were developed
with the help of their team.

RAFTING CONTACT : 1. Rafting Vjosa Albania/Meti Berzani /0692778215
		
		
		

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Rafting-Vjo
sa-Albania/319349274894300?fref=ts
2. Albania Rafting Group / www.albrafting.org /
info@albrafting.org

Local producers

modern badrooms. One suite, three apartments, three 3-bed rooms
and six double rooms. A modern TV, Air condition and internet and
Wifi are included.
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Notes of thanks
It was a pleasure to write this guide.
Thank you to the citizens of Përmet and of the valleys for the
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hospitality, all the friendly conversations and hints, also to
the city council for the good support.
Special thanks to all the staff of the CESVI in Përmet for the
always helpful cooperation.
On behalf of the Embassy of the Switzerland
in Albania and the ALCDF (Albanian Local Capacity
Development Foundation)
Meike Gutzweiler, Endrit Shima

* Pictures: Meike Gutzweiler, Endrit Shima,
thank you also to CESVI

